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Abstract 
With microblog’s increasing influence, a variety of marketing discourses spring up on it. 
It’s no doubt that successful ones on this platform can facilitate good business. Marketing 
discourses on microblog become a common tool used by enterprises. Some are 
successful, others are not. It’s no doubt that successful selling is related to its marketing 
in some way. But we know little about effective marketing discourses’ characteristics. In 
view of the more important role of mobile products, this article takes discourses of this 
kind to analyze by using the framework of Critical Genre Analysis. 100 texts are collected 
from Xiaomi and Huawei’s official posts on microblog. They are two famous and 
successful enterprises in China. The analysis of the data aims to interpret their 
marketing success. The whole process of analysis includes four aspects: text, genre, 
professional practice and professional culture. Through the analysis process, more 
enterprises can learn successful marketing strategies. And consumers can do better in 
getting the information they really need from microblog. 
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1. Introduction 

At present, Internet plays a more important role than before. It makes information go far and 
wide. Mobile phones can not only be taken as a communication tool, but also carry multi-modal 
functions, which make Internet more attractive (Wang, 2020). Thus, a large number of various 
discourses appear on it which can be easier to be known by more people. These diversified 
discourses received many researchers’ attention. In recent years, a lot of online discourses have 
been analyzed by using the framework of Critical Genre Analysis, which is a new and multi-level 
way. Yubin Qian analyzed corporate annual reports(Qian, 2020), which not only presented 
some data and plans of companies but also revealed the culture behind texts. Weiwei Yu(Yu, 
2018) studied universities’ introductory discourses by using the framework of CGA. Among 
these studies, those about university introductions occupy a large amount. In addition, this 
framework is also applied in academic field(Xiao&Deng, 2018). However, little attention has 
been paid to mobile products marketing. 
At the same time, marketing online tends to be a more popular way of propagandizing. It 
changes the traditional marketing style totally. In recent 20 years, microblog has emerged as a 
powerful platform for marketing on the Internet era. Microblog makes it easier for interaction 
not only among customers but also between enterprises and customers. However, among a 
large amount of marketing discourses on microblog, only successful ones can attract more 
customers. And they should be recognized and studied. This paper will only take successful 
companies’ mobile products marketing discourses as an example, trying to analyze them and 
summarize their instrumental marketing strategies. In addition, the reasons that these 
marketing discourses affect consumers significantly will be revealed. 
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In this research, Critical Genre analysis framework is used to analyze mobile marketing 
discourse. This study collects 100 mobile marketing discourses on microblog. The companies 
included are Chinese famous ones, that is Xiaomi and Huawei. According to CGA framework, it 
aims to analyzes the general linguistic features and the professional function ebbed in them. 
The following questions will be probed: 
1). The move structures of the discourse. 
2). The professional performance of the discourse. 

2. Critical Genre Analysis (CGA) 

2.1. Definition of CGA 
The fundamental purpose of genre analysis is to study communicative aim and language using 
strategy(Qin, 2000).Traditional genre analysis focuses more on idealized discourses, while 
those applied in actual situations are always more complex(Bhatia, 2004). This kind of analysis 
can make the text features of discourses clear in specific area, while it cannot explain why those 
discourses appear like that. And giving interpretations about this need to know more about the 
culture and professional action in specific fields(Nodoushan, 2015). Critical genre analysis’ 
coming solved this problem. 
CGA is a multi-perspective critical genre analytic framework which is proposed by Bhatia. 
Bhatia(Bhatia, 2015) makes a transition from traditional Genre analysis (GA) to CGA. The 
fundamental difference between GA and CGA is that GA focuses more on linguistic perspective 
while CGA further considers social-cultural perspective. Professional realization is achieved 
through four overlapping representations: text, genre, professional practice and professional 
culture. In summary, CGA refers to configuring both text-internal and text-external resources. 
 

.  
Fig.1. Levels of discourse realization(Bhatia, 2017) 

2.2. Interdiscursivity 
In recent years, interdiscursivity is commonly used by people. It is originally proposed by 
Fairclough(Fairclough, 1992). It refers to the fusion relationship between genre, register, 
discourse and style in a particular discourse. It means complex elements connected such as 
meaning, grammar and mix of different discourses. For Bhatia, interdiscursivity(Bhatia, 2018), 
as a significant conception in CGA, refers to interactions among diversified genres, texts and 
other resources outside the text, which are relevant to society or some institutions. According 
Wu Jianguo(Wu, 2012), four kinds of interdiscursivity are classified: blended interdiscursivity, 
embedded interdiscursivity, switched interdiscursivity and chained interdiscursivity. 
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3. Research Method 

A corpus of 100 texts from Xiaomi and Huawei company on microblog are analyzed in this study. 
The purposes of the study are twofold. First, the main move structures of these 100 texts should 
be summarized. Second, the strategies of these two successful companies’ marketing are 
probed. 

4. Results 

4.1. Text-Genre Analysis 
The posts on microblog are mainly composed of three kinds. The first one tends to apply some 
interesting interaction activities, trying to form a good relationship between the brand and 
consumers. The second type introduces new products to attract consumers, aims to make good 
promotional function. The third one is about some dreams and stories behind the brand which 
aims to impress customers and gain their trust. These three kinds of posts are all from Xiaomi 
and Huawei’s official account, and the aim of these posts’ content is to achieve marketing 
success. 
 

Table 1. Details of the 4 Moves in the Posts for Promoting Products 
 

Move Frequency Occurrence 
Position in the 

Post 
Compulsory or 

Optional 

1. to present an attractive topic 42 42% Head optional 

2. to introduce the product 63 63% Front part compulsory 

3. to invite an interaction 77 77% end compulsory 

4. to present the prize to win through 
online interaction 40 40% end optional 

 

According to the data collection, over 70% posts are about interaction with consumers. Among 
them, a lot of questions are given to readers to answer on comment section. In addition, some 
new mobile products are taken as prizes for one of the consumers who re-post this posts and 
comment. 
Through text-genre analysis, the study finds that these texts structures are mainly composed of 
4 moves: to present an attractive topic, to introduce the product, to invite an interaction, to 
present the prize to win through online interaction. Among these moves, move1 and move4 are 
optional, move2 and move3 are compulsory. And each move’s position in posts is different, 
which can be seen on Table1. 
4.1.1. To Present the Attractive Topic 
This move combines a topic with mobile products, which can attract the consumers. The topic 
may be some trending elements or interesting things relevant to products or brands. They are 
mainly placed on the head of posts, which make the consumers desire to read the whole post. 
Example1: 
Wow~Mi Home Stores everywhere. Welcome a group of customers with “ancient style” 
decoration. Mi 11 Ultra fits well with these people’s makeup. Do you want to share your look 
when wearing Chinese clothing of Han dynasty style? #Xiaomi11Ultra##new species of image#. 
(Xiaomi 2021.5.2). 
This post presents a popular topic to attract people who are interested in clothing of Han 
Dynasty. Recently, taking photo with traditional clothes becomes popular, so this move on the 
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head can make readers feel interesting. And the post contains nine photos of people wearing 
Han clothes. They look very beautiful. Instead of mentioning or introducing Xiaomi11 Ultra 
directly, the mobile’s camera function is perfectly combined with this topic. And this 
combination is very natural, which is hard for readers to feel its marketing function directly. So 
readers can’t help reading the following part of the post. 
Example2: 
Today is #International Day of Cat#, and the cats’ sports meet is officially kicking off. In this 
game, the living room is the playing field, and #Huawei P50#series’ Quickest Camera is used to 
record every lovely moment of cats. Share your best players of your mobile phone on the 
comment section! 
(Huawei 2021.8.8). 
This post puts the topic “cat” on the beginning and put lovely photos below, drawing cat lovers 
to read more details. When presenting this interesting topic, a metaphor is used. Cats’ game is 
linked with sports meet, which is very vivid. And cat-lovers will want to take photo with their 
phones. It would be a natural thing for them to read this marketing information wholly. The 
camera of Huawei P50 is used to take these photos which promotes this smartphone in an 
indirect way. 
4.1.2. To Introduce the Product 
This move always uses flowery language to introduce products. It aims to promote products by 
introducing their functions. So it presents products’ advantages and its unique feature. 
Although the posts with this move accounts for more than 60%, this percentage is still lower 
than other kinds of products. By analyzing the content of all posts, it finds that 88% posts put 
forward a certain mobile product, but not all of them gives a detailed introduction about it. 
From a linguistic perspective, one reason is that the marketing of mobile products tends to use 
an indirect way. So the words describing products are not so plenty. Another reason may be 
that these two companies are successful enough that consumers are willing to know more 
details about products by searching information or other ways. 
Example3: 
Unfolded, it is a large phablet with a wide field of vision and a great look. 
Closed, it is an exquisite small mobile phone that can be held in one hand. 
MIX FOLD Xiaomi folding screen mobile phone. 
Open and close freely, full of tolerance. 
At ten o'clock tomorrow morning, it will be on sale again, be the first to own it! 
(Xiaomi 2021.4.22). 
This post uses antithesis to introduce two functions of the product. This product can not only 
be taken as a phablet but also a phone because its screen can fold. This is the most typical 
feature of the product while other common advantages are not mentioned. This post uses short 
texts to focus on the most important feature of the product, which can make the readers pay 
more attention to this. The texts on microblog cannot be tediously long. So applying limited 
words to give the most important description about products becomes these clever companies’ 
choice. 
Example4: 
#HuaweiP50#Pro uses a 3D slightly curved screen, and the P50 uses a 2.5D flat design which 
continues the classic, aesthetic and pure feature. At the same time, it innovates with two 
cameras which can include the whole vision. That’s a new appreciation of beauty. Repost this 
post of live conference series, and one person will be randomly selected from the microblog 
with the highest forwarding volume to give a #HuaweiP50#Pro (8G+256G) (a random color 
and version), this activity ends until August 5, 2021 22:00 on the day. 
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(Huawei 2021.7.29). 
This post shows that this product with special camera is different from common one, and it also 
owns old appearance which is beautiful. The introduction uses some professional words such 
as “3D”,”2.5D” which can make readers feel the technology applied in this mobile phone. The 
introduction move always includes some terminology which can make readers feel this product 
very professional. And today, high-technology can make products more competitive. With the 
development of technology, more new words related to it appeared on marketing discourses. 
4.1.3. To Invite an Interaction 
This move accounts for 77% in all posts. That means successful mobile companies are inclined 
to interact with consumers. This move can make more potential consumers begin to know 
about products and purchase. In addition, more interaction gives more opportunities to 
communicate between customers and this brand. According to the comments section, it is found 
that the relationship between companies and customers is more like friends. 
Example5: 
Come and test your eyesight? 
I heard that # Xiaomi 11 Youth # is light and thin. Once hidden, it is difficult to be found~ We 
have hidden 6 Xiaomi Mi 11 Youth in a bookstore. Can you find where they are all? Welcome 
geniuses to leave your answers in the comment area~ [Repost + Comment] Pump a Xiaomi Mi 
11 Youth. 
(Xiaomi 2021.6.25). 
This post uses two questions to invite readers to join this game. This post has a picture of a 
bookshelf that contains 6 products in it. People who participate in this interaction not only have 
the chance to win the prize product but also feel very interesting. And the name of the products 
contains the word ‘youth’. This interaction reflects youth in nature just like the name. Following 
this activity makes it easier to remember this product’s name. All in all, this interaction move 
can make consumers know about this product and feel excited. 
Example6: 
#Perseids# is here! There are glittering stars, the dazzling Milky Way. Use # HuaweiP50#Pro 
to record the romance from the universe. Can you see a meteor shower tonight? 
(Huawei 2021.8.12). 
This post is similar to others when inviting interaction. It uses a question to invite readers to 
comment on this topic. And this interaction includes taking photos with Huawei P50 Pro and 
post them on comment area. This interaction promotes the camera of this mobile phone. 

4.2. Professional Practice Analysis 
4.2.1. Blended Interdiscursivity 
According Wu, Blended interdiscursivity means that this kind of professional practice is hard 
to make sure its types. This difficulty appears in identifying genres, discourses, styles, cultures 
and so on, because they are blended. The following examples can show this. 
Example7: 
The color of youth is lit up this summer. Pick up your Youth edition of Mi 11, and feel the fresh 
color and frivolity in the palm of your hand. the price of #Mi11 Youth# ‘s all series will be 
officially reduced today, the minimum one is only 2099 yuan, and you can get your own youth 
partner~ 
(Xiaomi 2021.6.25). 
The underlined sentence has two professional practices. The first aspect is promoting products 
whose name contains “youth” and its colors are fresh and beautiful. The second aspect is that it 
only talks about the color represents youth makes people feel fresh in summer. This blending 
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of them makes it hard to distinguish which professional it is. This kind of interdiscursivity 
shows us that mobile marketing on microblog doesn’t appear in a traditional way, it tends to 
blend. 
4.2.2. Embedded Interdiscursivity 
According to Wu, embedded interdiscursivity refers to a different genre, register or discourse 
type is embedded in an another one. And it is easy to distinguish. In this kind of interdiscursivity, 
it's common to see poems, stories, conversations, comments and so on are embedded in a 
template composed of normal elements. That means that another professional practice is 
embedded in a main professional practice. 
Example8: 
Youth is like a mountain, the mountains and peaks are beautiful, and there are many types; 
Youth is like the sea, light and smooth, and the "chip" is strong; Youth is like the sky, the starry 
sky dome, each "color" is different; 2021#Xiaomi travel season#, come to Xiaomi Home, invite 
you to experience the Xiaomi phone of Youth Edition, 
and there are good gifts for May Day! 
(Xiaomi 2021.5.3). 
This post begins with a poem type. It belongs to professional practice of literature. In this poem, 
it talks about youth with sentence pattern “Youth is like…”. The characteristics of youth are 
described. If this poem is read only, nobody can know it is a marketing post. This kind of 
embedding conceal the professional practice. The latter part of post talks about youth edition 
of Xiaomi products and invite readers to try. This kind of interdiscursivity plays a role in 
interaction. 
4.2.3. Switched Interdiscursivity 
Switched interdiscursivity includes alteration of different genres, discourse style. It is more 
common in literary work that two persons speak differently in a same dialogue. This kind of 
structure also appears in marketing posts. 
Example 9: 
The sweet and dignified pure white suit can't stop the sassiness and firmness in the eyes. 
Like Xiaomi 11Ultra Ceramic-like White, elegant and gentle ceramic craftsmanship. 
It contrasts with the unprecedented image system. 
It and sweet @Zhang Huiwen are like a match made in heaven! 
Use #Xiaomi 11Ultra# to witness this Power Trip belonging to contemporary women. 
(Xiaomi 2021.6.7). 
At the beginning of this post, a description of the star Zhang Huiwen’s wearing suit is presented. 
However, the next underlined part talks about the appearance of the product which is an 
obviously different thing. Then the next part continues the starting topic talking about the star 
and her clothes. But the last underlined part goes back the topic to the mobile phone. It’s easy 
to find that two kinds of things are presented for different professional practice. When talking 
about the star, it seems to be professional practice of broadcasting star and its look. While 
talking about the mobile phone, it seems to promote this product. This kind of interdiscursivity 
always uses something about famous stars to alternately appear in promoting text. 
4.2.4. Chained Interdiscursivity 
Chained interdiscursivity appears in a chain which makes different genres, discourses and 
styles connect in a natural way. So, the readers can easily read one by one. Because of the texts 
of marketing mobile products are commonly short, and the genres included seldom exceed two 
kinds, the chained interdiscursivity seldom appears. 
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4.3. Professional Culture Analysis 
It’s no doubt that the main professional culture in these marketing texts is marketing culture. 
They mainly give readers an impression that their products are so nice. Besides, some other 
cultures are included, which can achieve communicative goal. Among them, the main one is 
popularization culture, it is more familiar with readers. With the development of technology, 
people begin to keep pace with fashion style, so popularization culture is popular with people. 
Also, with the advent of technology era, the technologic culture is more included in these 
discourses. 

5. Conclusion 

This study analyzed marketing discourses about mobile products on microblog by the 
framework of CGA. From the text-genre level, these discourses tend to use more words to invite 
interaction. From the professional practice perspective, blended, embedded and switched 
interdiscursivity are three main types, while chain interdiscursivity is not common in these 
discourses. From the professional culture aspect, the culture is abundant such as recreational 
culture, marketing culture and popularization culture. Among them, the main culture 
embedded is marketing culture, popularization culture and technological culture. In conclusion, 
these discourses tend to present promotion in an indirect and interesting way, focusing more 
on interaction. And the content is more related to those popular topics. All these strategies are 
beneficial for other enterprises, and these features are also useful for consumers to choose the 
information they need. 
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